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ABSTRACT

Background: Breaking bad news to cancer patients is one of the important responsibilities in the oncology setting. The purpose of this study is to develop and validate a new theoretically based tool for measurement of attitude and practice of physicians toward breaking bad news.

Methods: The psychometric properties of the scale were established by following the guidelines of Clark and Watson. In the first phase, a literature review was performed to create items; then items were assessed for content validity through individual interview (n = 12) and construct validity was assessed by using factor analysis. Reliability was evaluated by Cronbach’s alpha. Research data was gathered from physicians working in breast cancer setting.

Results: A total of 12 expert reviews concluded that a large amount of items of attitude and practice questionnaires were important and essential (Content Validity Ratio > 0.73). The exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses for a sample of physicians (n = 200) indicated a 12-item of attitude scale with three factors: full disclosure, non-disclosure and individual disclosure. Cronbach’s Alpha for the factors returned 0.746, 0.834 and 0.795, respectively. The exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses for a sample of physicians (n = 200) indicated a 20-item of practice scale with six factors: preparation, setting of the interaction, communicate well, use of the “cancer” word, patient’s right to know and close the interview, and summarized. Cronbach’s Alpha for the factors returned 0.765, 0.63, 0.65, 0.793, 0.759 and 0.7, respectively.

Conclusions: A resultant 12 items of attitude and 20 items of practice questionnaire were developed to assess how physicians are giving bad news to breast cancer patients. The reliability of the new tools needs to be evaluated for further studies. This new questionnaire will provide researchers and clinicians with a thorough and suitable instrument to measure belief and practice regarding disclosing the truth to breast cancer patients.
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Introduction

Being diagnosed with cancer is a highly distressing and in some cases devastating experience. The majority of cancer patients will at least experience elevated levels of emotional distress. A smaller group will develop significant long-term psychological problems in reaction to
this potentially traumatic event.1-6

Breast cancer (BC) is also the global number one type of malignancy among women.7 In addition, BC is known to be the leading type of cancer among Iranian women; and it remains a major health problem. Depression and/or anxiety can be observed within BC patients at any stage of illness.8,9 Being informed of the diagnosis of breast cancer is emotionally challenging.10

In the oncological setting, patients commonly receive news of life-threatening diagnoses.11 Giving bad news is 'any news that negatively impacts the patient's sense of her or his future. The quality of conveying bad news to patients seems to be directly related to patients perceived stress and anxiety, their adjustment to the bad news, coping and satisfaction with treatment and health outcome.12

There is a comprehensive model proposed by the World Health Organization (WHO) in its behavioral science learning model on communicating bad news.13 Within this structure, Donovan describes a non-disclosure, a full-disclosure, and an individualized disclosure model. According to Donovan, these three disclosure models are related to global professional attitudes regarding the doctor–patient relationship, management, decision-making style and overall doctor–patient communication.

The traditional ‘non-disclosure model’ assumes that knowledge of the diagnosis causes distress and anguish, the doctor-patient relationship is depicted as a paternalistic one, in which the doctor makes the best choices for the patient.14 The full-disclosure model suggests giving full information to each patient and stresses the ethical right of each individual on knowing the truth. This model makes the patient responsible for decision making. There are several number of comprehensive studies claiming that breast cancer patients who are involved in decision-making strategies were significantly more hopeful, and had an overall better medical condition than patients who adopt the previous passive role.15

The individualized disclosure model recognizes that each patient should receive the amount of information suitable for themselves. Previous research has shown that when it comes to bad news, there is a difference between what patients want to know.16,17 Several factors cause these differences, such as primary tumor site, socio-demographic characteristics, and coping with life-threatening illness.18

In order to convey such bad news, various approaches have been suggested, including SPIKES, ABCDE, BREAKS and 3-step communication.19 The most widely used guideline, the SPIKES protocol, suggests a six-step protocol for bad news delivering, especially applicable to cancer patients.20 It is used as a guide for this sensitive practice and for practicing communication skills in this context.21

The acronym SPIKES refers to six steps recommended for breaking bad news: (i) Setting up the interview, (ii) assessing the patient’s Perception, (iii) obtaining the patient’s Invitation, (iv) giving Knowledge and information to the patient, (v) addressing the patient’s Emotions with empathic responses and (vi) Strategy and Summary. Another guideline is ABCDE which includes five stages for breaking bad news: A-Advance preparation, B-Build a therapeutic environment/relationship, C-Communicate well, D-Deal with patient and family reactions, E-Encourage and validate emotions.22

Physician competence in conveying bad news influences patient adjustment to illness, anxiety, depression, hope and decision making.23 Poor delivery of bad news stems from being too “frank”, discussing bad news at an inappropriate place and time, and conveying a sense of no hope.24 In a survey of 100 women with breast cancer, adjustment to illness 6 months after diagnosis was correlated with how they felt the bad news had been given.25 Among models of communication of bad news, women with breast cancer prefer the patient-centered model. This model is characterized by dosing and timing of the communication of information according to patients’ needs and encouraging them to share their feelings and concerns.26 They were more satisfied with patient-centered communication and experienced the least increase in negative emotions.27,28 So, attitude and practice of the clinician especially in oncology settings for telling the truth to the patient is important. Harvey et al. had shown that most radiologists in breast imaging have little teaching for the giving breaking bad news.29

Understanding barriers for communicating bad news and general communication, are initial steps in learning this important task. Therefore, before any action, it is necessary to know what attitudes and practices exist toward this situation. So there needs to be useful tools for their proper measurement. Several questionnaire-based studies have examined physicians’ attitudes toward bad news in different cultural and professional settings.30-32 De valck developed the Attitudes towards Breaking Bad News Questionnaire to measure attitudes regarding disclosure of bad news.33 The questionnaire has a low number of items and increasing them will surely increase its reliability. Although several protocols exist regarding breaking bad news, there have not been many attempts to adopt current guidelines into useful tools for measurement of practice. Consequently, the purpose of this study was to develop and examine the psychometric properties of the attitude and practice of physician toward breaking bad news questionnaire.

Methods

Following the guidelines of scale development by Clark and Watson, the attitude and practice of
The questionnaire was developed and validated with the following five-step procedure: (1) the conceptualization of the target construct, (2) review of literature, (3) creation of the initial item pool, (4) initial data collection (testing the item pool), and (5) psychometric evaluation.

Clark and Watson began by conceptualizing the target construct. The development of the attitudes regarding disclosure of bad news questionnaire was based on a World Health Organization (WHO) guideline in its behavioral science learning model on communicating bad news. Within this framework, Donovan identified a non-disclosure, a full-disclosure, and an individualized disclosure model. The practice for the telling truth questionnaire was based on SPIKES model of breaking bad news and five steps of ABCDE. An initial literature review was conducted in order to identify previous research that had been conducted on physicians’ attitude and practice for breaking bad news. These scales were content analyzed to identify factors that had been previously included in measures of attitudes and practice for breaking bad news. The initial pool of 11 items for attitude section and 16 items for practice section was then created by a research team with a breast cancer surgeon, a community medicine specialist and a psychologist.

The questionnaire is composed of three main parts: the first part includes demographic information e.g. physicians’ age, gender, practice environment and the estimated number of breast cancer patients that were provided with bad news in clinical settings. The second part is about physicians’ attitudes towards disclosure of bad news. This scale comprises 11 items on which participants indicated their disagreement or agreement with item statements on a Likert type rating scale ranging from 1 (disagree strongly) to 5 (agree strongly). The final part is physician’s practice toward breaking bad news. This scale comprises 16 items, each with a 5-point rating scale ranging from 1, never, to 5, always.

Assessment of the psychometric properties

The assessment of the validity of scale was performed by content validity and construct validity.

Content Validity: Content validity was evaluated through qualitative and quantitative methods. Qualitative review criteria given by McKenzie and Quantitative Review Content Validity Ratio Method by Lawshe were used.

The panel of experts was the primary and fundamental step in establishing the content validity. In this step, 12 experts were consulted of whom 1 was a hematologist-oncologist, 4 were surgeons, 1 was a radiologist, 2 were medical and radiotherapeutic oncologists, 2 were pathologists, 1 was an oncology nurse, and 1 specialist in palliative medicine. The experts were academics/professionals with relevant experiences between 2 and 25 years (Mean±SD = 8.3±16.1) in research or work on breast cancer. They had on average informed over 10 patients of breast cancer in the last three months. The experts were invited via face to face contact, a covering letter was provided and the purpose of the study was explained to all the participants. Their consent for participation in the validation phase along with their demographics and experience details were obtained.

After taking consent from the experts, they were provided with a copy of the questionnaire and an inventory of questions to be answered by the experts. The experts were requested to provide their feedback on the overall questionnaire including directions, content area, and items of the questionnaire, need for revision of items, deletion of items and any additional suggestions. They assessed the necessity of the items using a three-point rating scale: (a) not necessary, (b) useful, but not essential, and (c) essential. The reviews given by all the expert members were collected by hand and appropriate changes were made after a thorough discussion among the authors. The changes were again discussed with the experts, and consensus was achieved.

Construct validity: Construct validity refers to the degree to which the items on an instrument relate to the relevant theoretical construct. Factor analysis is a statistical method commonly used during instrument development to cluster items into common factors and summarize the items into a small number of factors.

To be included in the current study, Iranian physicians had to be board certified in surgery, radiotherapy, radiology, medical and radiotherapeutic oncology and nursing (faculty member, clinical fellows, specialists, residents) in Tehran medical centers that most of the breast cancer patients were referred. They were included in the study from December 2015 until March 2016. The samples were selected using a convenient sampling method. All the selected subjects consented to participate in the study. The recommended sample size of 5–7 physicians per item was found when conducting factor analysis as long as there were at least 200 physicians in the sample. Physicians filled in the questionnaires anonymously to ensure that investigators were not aware of their name when the data were analyzed.

Reliability: Once the validity procedures were completed, the final version of the questionnaire was examined to assess its reliability. Estimators of reliability which were used in this study were internal consistency and Cronbach’s alpha.

Ethical approval

The study was approved by the Research Ethical Committee of Tehran University of Medical Sciences. The study was explained to all the participants. Their consent for participation in the validation phase along with their demographics and experience details were obtained.
Results

There were 80 males (40.9%) and 120 females (59.1%) physicians, with a mean age of 37.87 years (range 21–60). Twenty-three percent (n=46) of the physicians were faculty members, 25% (n=50) residents, 10% (n=20) clinical fellows and 42% (n=84) were clinicians. Twenty-three percent (n=45) of the physicians were surgeons, 16% (n=31) hemato-oncologists, 15% (n=30) radiologists, 19% (n=38) radiation oncologists, 20% (n=42) nurses and 7% (n=14) were midwives. The average work experience in oncology setting was 3.88±6.09 years. Overall, fifty-nine percent (n=117) had informed less than 5 patients of breast cancer, 19% (n=36) between 5-10 and 21% (n=47) over 10 patients, in the last three months.

Content Validity

According to the Lawshe table, an acceptable CVR value for 12 experts is 0.56 in this study. No item had a CVR less than 0.73. The mean CVR for the Attitude of Physician about Breaking Bad News scale was 0.9, indicating a satisfactory content validity (see Table 1) and the mean CVR for the Practice of Physician about Breaking Bad News scale was 0.83 indicating a good content validity (see Table 2).

Five experts argued that the important challenge in communicating about telling truth to breast cancer patients was family’s requests about withholding information from patients, and patients having their diagnosis withheld from them by concerned family members. Therefore, we added two questions and changed two questions to cover this dilemma. The P9 “At first, I inform the patient about the diagnosis, then share with the family, in the event of patient’s will and desire” and P14 “I disclose bad news in presence of patient’s family for their support” were added.

Four experts argued that the use of “cancer” word avoidance applied to all individuals involved in the disclosure of cancer as well as the physical environment and culminated in the concealment of cancer. The use of the word “cancer” as well as related terminology was avoided during almost all communication, even when patients were informed of their diagnosis. Physicians tended not to use the language indicative of cancer in their daily communication with patients or family members. Therefore, we added one question in attitude: A12 “Saying the word “cancer” leads to panic in patients” and P12: “I informed patients about diagnosis and treatment without use of word “cancer” and P13 “I avoid using the word “cancer” as a diagnosis when telling truth to patients”. The revised Attitude and Practice of Physicians toward Breaking Bad News Questionnaire comprises 12 items for the attitude scale and 20 items for practice scale.

Construct validity of the scale

Attitude of Physician about Breaking Bad News scale: EFA using the Principal Axis Factoring extraction method with Promax (oblique) rotation on the twelve items of the scale was performed in sample (n = 200) to examine its factorial structure and construct validity. The appropriateness for conducting the EFA was confirmed by the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin measure of sampling adequacy (KMO = .787) and Bartlett’s test of sphericity (χ2 = 571/833, p < .0001) results. As expected, the analyses resulted in a 3 factor solution with an eigenvalue over 1 and factor loadings of 0.30 or above, explaining 54.25% of the variance.

After performing factor analysis, the subscales were renamed, as shown in Table 1. The final version of the questionnaire thus consisted of 12 items divided into the following subscales: Full-disclosure (5 items: A11, A10, A7, A3, A1), Non-disclosure (5 items: A8, A9, A5, A12, A4), and Individualized disclosure (2 items: A6, A2). All of the 12 item subscales proved to be internally consistent (Full-
Disclosure $\alpha = 0.746$, Non-disclosure $\alpha = 0.834$, and Individualized disclosure $\alpha = 0.795$). Table 1 presents the twelve-selected items and their factor loadings. Results confirmed the intended 3-factor structure of the attitude questionnaire. The 12-item scale with a correlated 3-factor structure resulted in an acceptable model fit (RMSEA = 0.01, CFI = 0.729, AGFI = 0.76 and CFI= 0.834). There was a reasonable overall fit between the model and the observed data.

**Table 1. Factor loadings of the items of the Attitude about Breaking Bad News (n = 200)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Number of items</th>
<th>Non-disclosure</th>
<th>Full-disclosure</th>
<th>Individualized disclosure</th>
<th>CVR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Informing patients only makes them worry and feel anxious.</td>
<td>a8</td>
<td>0.806</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News of breast cancer diagnosis takes away the patient’s hope.</td>
<td>a9</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure is damaging to the Patients’ Quality of Life.</td>
<td>a5</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentioning the word “cancer” leads to panic in patients.</td>
<td>a12</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If the family asks for information to be withheld from patients, the patient should not be told about the diagnosis of cancer.</td>
<td>a4</td>
<td>0.720</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The decision for selecting the type of treatment is made easier when informed them.</td>
<td>a11</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confusion and ambiguity for the patient and family are avoided by informing them.</td>
<td>a10</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure of bad news enables patients to further cooperate during treatment.</td>
<td>a3</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most of patients want to know the truth about their illness.</td>
<td>a7</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure of bad news should be done according to psycho-emotional status of individual patients.</td>
<td>a6</td>
<td>0.525</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If the patient doesn’t like to know what the definitive diagnosis is, their request should be respected.</td>
<td>a2</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Eigenvalue**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of items</th>
<th>Non-disclosure</th>
<th>Full-disclosure</th>
<th>Individualized disclosure</th>
<th>CVR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.367</td>
<td>2.113</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Amount of variance explained by the factor (%)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of items</th>
<th>Non-disclosure</th>
<th>Full-disclosure</th>
<th>Individualized disclosure</th>
<th>CVR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28.062</td>
<td>17.612</td>
<td>8.58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total amount of variance explained by the factor (%)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of items</th>
<th>Non-disclosure</th>
<th>Full-disclosure</th>
<th>Individualized disclosure</th>
<th>CVR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28.062</td>
<td>45.674</td>
<td>54.254</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Physicians Practice about Breaking Bad News scale:** An EFA was carried out to explore the factor structure of the data. The analyses resulted in a 6-factor solution with an eigenvalue over 1 and factor loadings of 0.30 or above, explaining 60.85% of the variance.

After performing factor analysis, the subscales were renamed. As can be seen in Table 2, the final version of the questionnaire consisted of 20 items divided into the following subscales: Preparation (4 items: P15, P10, P11, P4), Setting of the interaction (3 items: P1, P2, P5), Communicate well (4 items: P7, P8, P3, P14), Use the “cancer” word (2 items: P13, P12), Patient’s right to know (2 items: P9, P6) and Close the interview and summarize (5 items: P18, P19, P17, P20, P16). All of 20 items proved to be internally consistent (Preparation: $\alpha = 0.765$, Setting of the interaction: $\alpha = 0.63$, Communicate well: $\alpha = 0.65$, Use the “cancer” word: $\alpha = 0.793$, Patient’s right to know: $\alpha = 0.759$ and close the interview and summarize: $\alpha = 0.7$). Table 2 presents the twelve-selected items and their factor loadings. Results of CFA confirmed the intended 6-factor structure of the practice questionnaire. The 20-item scale with a correlated 3-factor structure resulted in an acceptable model fit (RMSEA = 0.05, CFI = 0.859, AGFI = 0.813 and CFI= 0.744). There was an acceptable overall fit between the model and the observed data.

**Discussion**

The object of this study was to develop a new scale of attitude and practice of breaking bad news and validate it. Based on Donovan’s disclosure model and SPIKES protocol and ABCDE the attitude and practice of breaking bad news was developed. To achieve this goal, two steps were taken. Firstly, a psychometric scale containing 12 items for attitude scale and 20 items for practice scale was developed by experts in the field. Then content validity was achieved through inclusion of stakeholders, such as physicians and residents. Including items related to use of the word “cancer” for the process of giving bad news were suggested. Studies have shown that using the word “cancer” can result in cognitive disruption for the patients and emotional distress. So one of the challenges of clinicians in telling truth to cancer patients is whether to use or not use the word “cancer”. Therefore, it’s necessary to measure attitude and clinical practice in this situation. Another comment was attention to the involvement of family members in this process. Studies have shown that families’ request for non-disclosure was the first and “biggest” barrier to truthful communication, which challenged their ability to talk honestly to patients at the outset. Hence, cultural influences sometimes override professional consideration. Sometimes the information is shared with the relatives without patient’s permission. Considering this as neglecting patients’ rights, we added items to the questionnaire. Secondly, the newly developed tool was used for psychometric examination. The result of EFA
demonstrated a three-factor solution for attitude scale using the twelve items and was later confirmed by the CFA results that provided fit and the proposed three-factor solution as model optimally fit the data. According to Donovan's disclosure model, three distinguished models (non-disclosure, full-disclosure, and individual disclosure) are used regarding doctor-patient communication. Within this field, different prototypes of disclosure style are according to the amount of patient autonomy and physician authority. The Cronbach alpha coefficient shown there has good internal consistency between items of subscale.

The result of EFA demonstrated six-factor solution for practice scale using the twenty items and was later confirmed by the CFA result that provided fit and confirmed six-factor solution. Based on SPIKES and ABCDE the scale of physician practice for giving bad news, the first component is preparation. This factor shows the physician’s preparedness for communication with the patient. Studies have shown that some physicians indicated stress when telling truth to patients. Therefore, preparation should be taken into consideration in order to decrease stress. Physicians are recommended to mentally prepare for the interaction with the patient, review what information needs to be communicated, rehearse key steps and phrases in the interaction and plan how emotional support will be provided. These are critical to be considered before giving bad news.

The second component is setting of the interaction. All of the protocols for giving bad news pay attention to appropriate environment. An important factor in this section is arranging for privacy, managing time constraints and interruptions, sitting down and making a connection with the patient and ensuring patient and family that appropriate social support are present.

The third component is communicate well. One of

### Table 2. Factor loadings of the items of the physicians’ practice about breaking bad news (n = 200)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Number of items</th>
<th>Preparation</th>
<th>Close the interview and summarize</th>
<th>Communicate well</th>
<th>Use of the “cancer” word</th>
<th>Setting of the interaction</th>
<th>Patient’s right to know</th>
<th>CVR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I offer support and empathy to the patient by body language and eye contact.</td>
<td>P15</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I prepare patient for bad news by setting up an introduction.</td>
<td>P10</td>
<td>0.744</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I inform patients about diagnosis, treatment and possible side effects in separate steps.</td>
<td>P11</td>
<td>0.729</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I wear medical gowns when breaking bad news.</td>
<td>P4</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After I introduce methods of treatment of breast cancer, I leave patients free to choose from them.</td>
<td>P18</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I reassure the patient that I will do my utmost best for their health.</td>
<td>P19</td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After breaking bad news, I schedule another meeting with the patient.</td>
<td>P17</td>
<td>0.671</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I introduce patients to psychosocial support team after disclosure of breast cancer.</td>
<td>P20</td>
<td>0.626</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I remind her that everything is in the hands of god.</td>
<td>P16</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If patients are silent or crying after hearing the truth, I allow them to express their emotions.</td>
<td>P7</td>
<td>-0.619</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I avoid talking on the phone when breaking bad news.</td>
<td>P8</td>
<td>-0.615</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I use medical jargon to hide the truth about the disease.</td>
<td>P3</td>
<td>0.609</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I disclose bad news in the presence of patient’s family to use their support.</td>
<td>P14</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I avoid using the word “cancer” as a diagnosis to patients.</td>
<td>P13</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I inform patients about diagnosis and treatment plans, without using the word “cancer”.</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>0.775</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For giving bad news, I prepare a quiet, private place.</td>
<td>P1</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I choose a proper time to break the bad news to spend more time with the patient.</td>
<td>P2</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I sit down next to the patient when telling truth.</td>
<td>P5</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firstly, I inform patient about diagnosis then, share with family, if the patient is willing.</td>
<td>P9</td>
<td>0.801</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I talk to patients directly and without reservation about disease.</td>
<td>P6</td>
<td>0.673</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eigenvalue</th>
<th>Amount of variance explained by the factor (%)</th>
<th>Total amount of variance explained by the factor (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.158</td>
<td>20.789</td>
<td>60.851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.397</td>
<td>11.985</td>
<td>32.774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.783</td>
<td>8.914</td>
<td>26.908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>6.289</td>
<td>14.576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.258</td>
<td>5.966</td>
<td>11.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.193</td>
<td>4.158</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the stages of ABCDE protocol for effective delivery of bad news is “communicate well”. Communication is an essential part in the management of cancer patients. The impact of this communication affects the patient’s emotional adjustments, treatment compliance and overall health outcome. Studies have shown that higher patient–physician relationship and physician attentiveness and empathy were associated with greater patient satisfaction, increased self-efficacy, and reduced emotional distress. Effective communication between clinician and patient leads to information sharing, emotional responses, management of uncertainty, and decision making.

The forth component is use of the word “cancer”. As mentioned earlier, the word “cancer” is one of the communication challenges in cancer patients and physicians tend not to use the language indicative of cancer in their daily communication with patients or family members.

The fifth component is patient’s right to know. While most patients ask for full information about their diagnosis, it’s not the case in others patients. It is important to ascertain whether the patient wants to have information about their diagnosis and attention to desire for involving the family in this process.

The last component is close the interview and summarize. The last section of interview with patients delineates the next steps for them and the family, including additional tests or interventions. Patients who have a plan for the life are less likely to feel stress and uncertainty. It’s so much better if physicians recommend a schedule with goal and landmark and provide psychosocial support for patients. All components are important in practice of clinician for delivering bad news to cancer patients.

This questionnaire is at an early stage of development, requiring further psychometric testing. For example, test-retest reliability and criterion validity change will enhance confidence in the measure’s psychometric properties. The current study demonstrated that the physician’s attitude and practice toward breaking bad news scale is a reliable and valid tool for the measurement of attitude and practice of clinicians, by distinguishing between three models of disclosure and attempted to design a practical scale based on standard protocols for breaking bad news. The newly developed Attitude and practice of Physician toward Breaking Bad News is an easy-to-utilize tool available to physicians especially in breast cancer.
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